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â€œInvaluable for the first timer! I wish I had this book when I was just starting the hobby of metal

detecting!â€• - Josh in Florida â€œI have been metal detecting for over 5 years and this great metal

detecting guide book taught me plenty of new tips and tricks.â€• - Mike in Texas â€œYou can never

learn too much about metal detecting. This book covers all the basics and some more advanced

techniques too.â€• - Bill in California â€œThe illustrations and pictures made it so much easier to

understand pinpointing and recovering targets.â€•- Todd in Chicago â€œI found my first good coin

site using the information in this book. I pulled over 25 pieces of silver out of the ground!â€• - Tim in

Indiana â€œThis metal detecting book turned me on to some new places to hunt that produced

some very valuable finds.â€•- Bob in Tennessee  There is an entire world of buried treasure right

under our feet. This book shows you how to claim your share. Over 200 pages of valuable metal

detecting information designed to get you out there finding treasure on your very first outing. Finding

treasure with a metal detector is real and doing it is simple and easy once you read this book. There

are people finding incredible old coins made from gold and silver, valuable historical relics and old

jewelry made from gold, silver and platinum. But you won't find these great treasures unless you

know where and how to look. Metal Detecting: A Beginner's Guide shows you this and much

more.Veteran detectorist and treasure enthusiast Mark Smith continues to provide great information

to anyone interested in the great hobby of metal detecting. In his second book on the subject, he

manages to answer the common questions that every novice has when they are thinking about

getting started. From choosing the right machine to identifying your valuable treasure, Mark Smith

covers these subjects and everything in between in an easy to understand way.While this metal

detecting book may be geared towards the novice treasure hunter, there are plenty of choice tips

that even experienced treasure hunters can pick up. Mark Smith reveals some of his best guarded

metal detecting secrets in this metal detecting guide that puts more treasure in your find's

pouch.Fully illustrated diagrams and real life pictures describe in detail the easiest ways to not only

locate treasure, but safely recover it as well.Learn how to find more treasure by: understanding

common metal detecting terminology, understanding which metal detectors work the best and

where, understanding how and why a metal detector works, other equipment you will need, proper

etiquette, what you can expect to find, why you should never throw anything away, how to identify

your finds, how to identify jewelry, how to tell if it is real gold, how to metal detect with children,

which recovery tools work the best, how to recover treasure, how to metal detect private property,

how to identify unknown metal detecting finds, metal detecting creeks, rivers and lakes, pinpointing,

making weak targets stronger, cleaning your finds, the best places to use your metal detector,



selling your finds and more!What are you waiting for? Find out how you can maximize your treasure

with this informative metal detecting book today.
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My wife and I started watching some of the shows on the television about metal detecting and got

excited over the concept of finding history. We have the urge but lacked the concept and even basic

knowledge to begin. We did not want to jump into this without a little information about it. I know that

the TV shows only show the high points of their current "adventure" but it was still a thing we would

like to do. This book is an excellent place to start. From what detectors do to the different types of

detectors around to where to get information - the book is invaluable. Now my wife and I have a

place to start from. Many thanks can't wait to get started (learning) to get into this potentually full

family hobby.The book is easy to understand, read and comprehend. I highly recomend it even as a

total novice that I am. Thanks for the usefull material content. And for being unbiased amoung the

different manufacturers made me feel like I was getting REAL information, not an infomercial.

Many of the books on metal detecting I've read, seem to be rather dated, or are seemingly very

simple and basic, but without a great deal of in-depth explanation. Mr. Smith's book covers all of the

basics, so anyone can understand them, but goes into further detail regarding cleaning your finds,

selling your finds, and much more! There is a LOT of information here. I wish I had this book when I

started out! It would have saved me a bunch of time and money.



A well written book and not just for the beginner.I have been detecting for over 25 years and still

learnt quite a lot from this book.The author has written another detecting book for the beach which is

equally informative.Ken Openshaw

We'll done sir,intelligently and concisely written covering the whole gamut of metal detecting. I can

say this having been in this hobby since 1972. The man knows his stuff.

Mark Smith drives home several tips and techniques in this book. This is the second book I have

read of his and can't wait till another one comes out! This is a fairly short read and I will be going

back to it for reference often during my detecting.

Covers everything you need to get started,or expand on what you already know. Even has a little

humor mixed in to make it an even more enjoyable read.

Good straight forward information. Even a seasoned metal detector could learn or get refreshed on

a few things. I would recommend it, especially for beginners or like myself getting back into the

hobby after many years hiatus.

I have read two other metal detecting books but this one covers everything you need to know.

EXCELLENT details, a must read. I have read it twice and It helped me understand how to use my

Detector. Thanks!
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